Abstract. Monolayer transition-metal dichalcogenides (ML-TMDs) offer exciting opportunities to test the manifestations of many-body interactions through changes in the charge density. The two-dimensional character and reduced screening in MLTMDs lead to the formation of neutral and charged excitons with binding energies orders of magnitude larger than those in conventional bulk semiconductors. Tuning the charge density by a gate voltage leads to profound changes in the optical spectra of excitons in ML-TMDs. On the one hand, the increased screening at large charge densities should lead to a blueshift of the exciton spectral lines due to reduction in their binding energy. On the other hand, exchange and correlation effects that shrink the band-gap energy at elevated charge densities (band-gap renormalization) should lead to a redshift of the exciton spectral lines. While a conventional treatment of these competing effects using static screening can describe them qualitatively, we show that including dynamical screening is essential to resolve several experimental puzzles arising from a novel coupling between excitons and plasmons.
Introduction
Among the rapidly expanding class of two-dimensional (2D) materials, monolayer transition-metal dichalcogenides (ML-TMDs), such as ML-WX 2 and ML-MoX 2 (X=S,Se,Te), have been the topic of particularly intense research interest [1, 2, 3, 4] . Their remarkable properties make them attractive candidates both for potential device applications as well as for exploring fundamental physical phenomena, not easily observable in other materials: TMDs become direct band-gap semiconductors in the limit of a single atomic ML [5, 6] , with possible applications in nanoscale electronics, optoelectronics, and energy harvesting [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] . The hallmark of ML-TMDs is their spin-valley coupling, as shown in Fig. 1 . The coupling gives rise to several peculiar properties such as a valley-dependent helicity of the interband optical transitions [18] , the valley Hall and valley Zeeman effects [19, 20, 21] , as well as strong magneto-and photo-luminescence [5, 6, 22] ; all of which have important implications for transport and qubits [1, 3, 23, 24, 25, 26] . As 2D crystals, MLTMDs offer several opportunities to tune their electronic or magnetic properties. For example, their 2D nature makes ML-TMDs susceptible to proximity effects that can fundamentally alter the properties of these layers [27, 28, 29] , while stacking them via van der Waals forces alleviates the need to fabricate logic and optoelectronic devices with lattice-matched crystals [1, 2, 4] .
The 2D character and reduced screening in ML-TMDs lead to very large exciton binding energies up to ∼0.5 eV [5, 30, 31] . Combined with their direct band gap, one can then study manifestations of many-body interactions through their optical spectrum across a wide range of background charge densities that are controlled 
and positive (X + ) trions as well as the optical sideband (X − '), taken from Ref. [32] . (b) Photoluminescence spectra of ML-WS 2 as a function of photon energy for different gate voltages, taken from Ref. [33] . Derivative of the reflectance contrast spectra as a function of photon energy E and doping density n (left axis)/gate voltage V G (right axis) for (c) ML-WSe 2 and (d) ML-MoSe 2 sandwiched between hBN, taken from Ref. [34] . Here, A 0 is the neutral exciton and A refers to trions as well as to the optical sideband in electron doped conditions. The latter is the leftmost highlighted feature, and it redshifts when the gate voltage increases. Note the absence of the optical sideband in ML-MoSe 2 
by a gate voltage. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , the gate voltage leads to profound changes in the photoluminescence (PL) or differential reflectance measurements of MLTMDs [32, 33, 34] . In the undoped case (zero gate voltage), one can clearly observe pronounced peaks associated with the neutral exciton, denoted by X 0 in Fig. 2(a) , by X in Fig. 2 ). The position of this peak remains almost unchanged for moderate gate voltages. It significantly loses spectral weight and decays only at high gate voltages/charge densities. As the charge carrier density increases, charged-excitons peaks emerge for both electron-and hole-doped conditions (trions). The resulting optical features are the ones denoted by X ± in Figs. 2(a,b) and by A in Fig. 2(c,d) . Furthermore, an additional peak is developed in electron-doped WSe 2 and WS 2 MLs, having a very strong amplitude in emission experiments, X− in Fig. 2(a) and L 1 /XX in Fig. 2(b) . In addition, its signature is clear and resolved from that of the two negative trions in absorption-type experiments [35] , as shown by the leftmost highlighted feature of A in Fig. 2(c) .
The unique optical sideband has been observed in various emission and absorptiontype experiments of electron-doped WSe 2 and WS 2 MLs [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40] , but is conspicuously absent in Mo-based MLs [compare Figs. 2(c) and (d)]. While this feature has variously been associated with the fine structure of negatively charged excitons, biexcitons, or defects in different experiments [3, 32, 33, 34, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40] , it has recently been shown theoretically that its qualitative density-dependence, and absence in Mo-based compounds or hole-doped samples is actually consistent with an exciton-intervalley plasmon quasiparticle [35] . Not only does this provide a microscopic origin for the X− sideband, but also shows the importance of taking into account dynamical screening, necessary to describe the coupling between excitons and shortwave plasmons [35] .
In this Review, we will provide a short overview of how to include dynamical screening to compute neutral excitons X 0 in ML-TMDs using the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE). A fully dynamical treatment of screening of X 0 by gateinduced background charge carriers will be presented, complemented with various approximations and a brief discussion of their limitations. While our focus will be on optical manifestations of many-body effects originating from changes in the carrier density, it is important to recognize that the BSE has found its use in the studies of many other systems and phenomena, including superconductivity and nonequilibrium transport [41, 42, 43] . Thus, the presented considerations for dynamical screening should have broader implications.
The Review is organized as follows: We first give a short overview of the optical properties of ML-TMDs in Sec. 2, and introduce the bare static Coulomb potential of 2D layers in Sec. 3. The two species of plasmons present in these materials are discussed in Sec. 4. Section 5 deals with the computation of neutral excitons in the presence of a plasma of background charge carriers via a Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) and several approximations typically employed to solve it, such as the quasistatic and Shindo approximations. Finally, we go beyond these approximations in Sec. 6 and present a fully dynamical treatment of the BSE including an explicit exciton-plasmon coupling. Here, the coupling between excitons and shortwave plasmons gives rise to an optical sideband that we identify with the X− peaks observed in experiments. A brief summary in Sec. 7 concludes the Review.
Properties of Monolayer Transition-Metal Dichalcogenides
Monolayer TMDs are direct band-gap semiconductors with the conduction band (CB) and valence band (VB) edges at the K and K = −K points [18] . These time-reversed points define two separate low-energy pockets/valleys in the Brillouin zone. Due to the lack of space inversion symmetry and strong spin-orbit coupling arising from the d orbitals of the heavy metal atoms, the spin degeneracy in these valleys is lifted [23] , as shown in Figs. 1(a,c) . Whereas the spin splitting ∆ c in the CB is typically at most a few 10s of meV, the spin splitting in the VB can be several 100s of meV [23, 44, 45, 46, 47] . There are two important aspects to this band structure: First, time-reversal symmetry results in a coupling between the spin and valley degrees of freedom, such that the spin ordering in opposite valleys is reversed as illustrated in Figs. 1(a,c) . Second, the CB spin ordering in Mo-based compounds is opposite to the one in W-based compounds, as can be seen by comparing Figs. 1(a) and (c) [23, 47, 48] . This difference will be shown below to have profound consequences on their optical properties. Due to the large VB spin splitting, one can distinguish between two different series of neutral excitons in absorption experiments: One series involving the upper VB, usually denoted as A excitons, and one involving the lower VB, usually denoted as B excitons [30, 49] . The energies of type B excitons are larger by approximately the spin splitting of the VB, and therefore, they cannot be observed in the emission spectrum after energy relaxation. Below, we focus on the A series [ Figs. 1(b,d) ].
The spin-valley coupling in ML-TMDs gives rise to valley-dependent optical selection rules, where one can selectively address a given valley by circularly polarized light [18] . Most intriguingly, the 2D character and suppressed Coulomb screening lead to pronounced excitonic effects in ML-TMDs that also dominate their optical properties [5] . The neutral excitons, bound electron-hole pairs, are either bright or dark depending on whether the optical transition between the electron and hole state is optically active or not. For an exciton to be bright (dark), the orbital transition between the electron and hole has to be dipole allowed (forbidden), whereas the spins of the electron in the CB and the missing electron in the VB have to be parallel (antiparallel). Attempting to decipher many-body phenomena through optical spectroscopy measurements, we do not take into account dark excitons in the following. This approximation is reinforced by the fact that scattering between dark and bright excitons necessitates a spin-flip of the electron or hole, typically a much slower process than the lifetime of bright excitons [50, 51, 52, 53] , Apart from bright and dark excitons, we can also distinguish between direct and indirect excitons [48] : A direct exciton is formed from an electron-hole pair within the same valley, which consequently results in a direct-gap optical transition. Indirect excitons, on the other hand, arise if the electron and hole reside in opposite valleys. For such indirect optical transitions to occur, the large momentum mismatch of the photon and indirect exciton in a perfect crystal has to be overcome by external agents such as shortwave phonons. Figures 1(b,d) show that indirect excitons in ML-WX 2 have lower energy than direct ones, whereas direct excitons have lower energy in ML-MoX 2 [48] . Direct and indirect excitons can be coupled via intervalley plasmons, which will be introduced in Sec. 4 along with their conventional intravalley counterparts. Before introducing them, however, we first look at the bare Coulomb interaction in ML-TMDs, responsible for the formation of the excitons in the undoped case. One of the main features of ML-TMDs is that they exhibit excitons with large binding energies and a Rydberg series that do not follow the 2D hydrogen model [30, 49] . This behavior originates from the environment of the ML, which introduces a dielectric contrast between the ML and the surrounding materials. If the dielectric constants of the top and bottom layers are small compared with the effective dielectric constant of the ML, ML > t , b , then the Coulomb interaction is enhanced compared with conventional III-V semiconductor quantum well heterostructures wherein the well region has approximately the same dielectric constant as in the potential barrier regions. Here, we consider a ML-TMD sandwiched between two materials. Suspended MLs are modeled by assigning t = b = 1, supported ones by t = 1 and b = 1, and encapsulated ones by t = 1 and b = 1.
In order to describe this system, we model the ML as a dielectric medium of thickness d with dielectric constant ML as shown in Fig. 3(a) , similar to Refs. [54, 55, 56, 57] . The bare Coulomb potential of a point charge e, unscreened by free charge carriers, can then be calculated from the Poisson equation. Using cylindrical coordinates (ρ, z), we get that
for a point charge located in (ρ , z ). The relative dielectric constant is given by
Introducing the Fourier transform of φ with respect to the in-plane coordinates ρ, Eq.
where we require the global solution to be continuous and its derivative to be piecewise continuous with a jump of −4πe at z = z . This equation is then solved for z = z = 0, denoting the fact that electrons and holes in ML-TMDs are restricted to move in the midplane since they are governed by the d-orbitals of the transition-metal atoms. Having found the potential φ(q; 0, 0) in this way, one can calculate the bare Coulomb interaction V (q) = eφ(q; 0, 0) between two electrons in the xy-plane (z = z = 0) as
where the polarization due to the dielectric contrast between the ML and the bottom/top layer (j = b/t) is given by
For thin layers qd 1, (q) can be expanded in powers of qd, which to linear order yields
where
describes a geometric correction due to the dielectric contrast between the ML and the surrounding materials. It is this contrast that gives rise to a nonhydrogenic Rydberg series of neutral excitons. The dielectric function given by Eq. (7), originally derived by Rytova for thin semiconductor films [54] , has also been derived by Cudazzo et al. for a strictly 2D layer (d = 0) with in-plane polarizability χ 2D , where r 0 = 2πχ 2D [58] . The real-space 2D interaction between the two charges in the mid-plane is then found from,
where J 0 is the zeroth-order Bessel function. Substituting Eq. (7) in this integral, one gets the celebrated Rytova-Keldysh potential [54, 55, 58 ]
where H 0 and Y 0 are the zero-order Struve and Neumann special functions, and
In spite of the recent popularity of the Rytova-Keldysh potential [30, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78] , one should bear in mind that it is a correct description at macroscopic distances compared to the lattice constant (r a). This problem is sharpened in ML-TMDs wherein the lattice constant is comparable to the thickness of the ML, and both are not excessively smaller than the Bohr radius. As a result, one has to introduce a short-range correction to the Coulomb potential in the range r ∼ d, in which local exchange and correlation effects still do not play a significant role [73, 76] . This correction is especially crucial for the description of few-body complexes due to their strong dependence on short-range interactions. For example, the binding energy of the trion (a three-body bound complex) is the difference in energy between that of the complex and that of an exciton plus a faraway third particle (electron or hole). At large distances, the interaction between the neutral exciton and the third charged particle is dipolar in nature and decays fast (∼1/r 2 ). The contribution to the binding energy of trions and other few-body complexes is therefore governed by inter-particle interactions at short distances. Indeed, when using Eqs. (5) or (7) to calculate trion states, one finds a strong dependence of their binding energies on whether the ML is encapsulated in hexagonal boron nitride (hBN), supported on SiO 2 , or suspended in air [79] . Empirically, however, the situation is reversed: The binding energy of trions in MoSe 2 and WSe 2 , for example, have been repeatedly measured in various configurations showing that they are only slightly affected by the identity of the dielectric materials below and above the ML [34, 49, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84] . This behavior can only be reasoned if the binding of trions is governed by the Coulomb interaction inside the ML.
The previous discussion suggests that the dependence of dielectric function on the environment, as provided by Eqs. (5) or (7), should be mitigated. An alternative approach that takes strides in this direction is to view the system as consisting of three atomic sheets that represent the ML-TMDs embedded between top and bottom dielectric layers, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . The central atomic sheet is that of Mo/W atoms while the top and bottom ones are of S/Se/Te atoms. In analogy to the approach by Cudazzo et al. [58] , the central atomic sheet has an in-plane polarizability χ + and the top and bottom ones are assigned an in-plane polarizability of χ − . These polarizabilities give rise to the effective dielectric constant of the ML. Writing the Poisson equation in cylindrical coordinates for the bare Coulomb potential of a point charge in this configuration yields
with the relative dielectric constant
The induced charge density,
is in turn related to the potential φ(ρ; z, z ). After Fourier transformation with respect to ρ, Eq. (11) becomes
Fixing z = 0, one can now solve Eq. (14) for φ(q; z, 0) with the boundary conditions that φ(q; z, 0) is continuous and its derivative to be piecewise continuous with jumps of 4π[q 2 χ + φ(q; 0, 0) − e] at z = z = 0 and of 4πq 2 χ − φ(q; ±d/4, 0) at z = ±d/4. Then, φ(q; 0, 0) yields the Coulomb interaction given by Eq. (4), where the static dielectric function is now given by
with
where ± = 2πχ ± and P j = ( j − 1)/( j + 1) for j = b/t. In the strict 2D limit (d = 0), Eq. (15) reduces to Eq. (7) where the polarizability parameter follows r 0 = + + 2 − . The use of the dielectric function in Eq. (15) is more accurate when describing few body systems such as trions [79] . For neutral excitons, however, the use of any of the other forms for the dielectric function is also acceptable since the main correction introduced by Eq. (15) is for the short-range part of the potential [79] . Unless otherwise mentioned, all the results shown below will be carried for ML-WSe 2 encapsulated in hBN. We will use Eqs. (15)- (16) with the following static parameters: d = 0.6 nm, hBN = 6 (or equivalently P b =P t = 5/7), + = 5.6d and − = 5d [79] . Next, we discuss how this interaction is affected by the presence of free background charge carriers.
Plasmons in Monolayer Transition-Metal Dichalcogenides

Intravalley Plasmons
Plasmons, collective charge-density oscillations, can arise as the electromagnetic response in solid-state systems because of the Coulomb interaction between electrons [85] . In the presence of a background of charge carriers (for example, induced by a gate voltage) , the bare interaction given by Eq. (4) has to be further modified by introducing the dynamic dielectric function (q, ω). Then the dynamically screened potential can be written as [86] 
where ω denotes the frequency. The dynamic dielectric function (q, ω) contains all the information necessary to compute the plasmons from the condition (q, ω) = 0. To give a short overview of plasmons, we assume that plasmons are excited due to gate-induced charge carriers in the CB.
First, we consider long-wavelength/intravalley plasmons. These plasmons originate from the long-range part of the Coulomb potential through which electrons cross the Fermi surface with small crystal momentum transfer and thus occur within a valley. This type of long-wavelength plasmons is common to all conducting media and largely independent of the band structure since their wavelength is much longer than the lattice constant qa 1. Assuming that each valley can be described by parabolic bands and computing (q, ω) for intravalley processes within the random-phase approximation (RPA), the dispersion of the intravalley plasmons follows the conventional form of 2D long-wavelength plasmons [86] ,
Here, e is the elementary charge, q is the wavenumber of the plasmon, and E F = 4π 2 n/g s g v m e is the Fermi energy related to the charge density n. the effective mass of the electron m e , as well as to the spin and valley degeneracies g s = 1 and g v = 2. The static dielectric function (q) is given by Eqs. (5), (7), or (15) since all of these forms converge to the same value in the long-wavelength regime.
In the context of optical transitions in semiconductors, long-wavelength plasmons screen the electron-hole attraction and reduce the band-gap energy by assisting electrons (or holes) of similar spins to avoid each other, as will also be illustrated below in Sec. 5. While our discussion has focused on plasmons in the CB, we note that long-wavelength plasmons in the VB are also described by Eq. (18) if m e and n are replaced by m h and the hole density p.
Intervalley Plasmons
Whereas the intravalley plasmons introduced above and their effects on optical properties of ML-TMDs are conceptually similar to conventional semiconductor physics [87] , the additional valley degree of freedom gives rise to a second species of plasmons, shortwave/intervalley plasmons [24] . These plasmons originate from the short-range Coulomb potential through which electrons transition between valleys. Due to the relatively large spin splitting in the VB of ML-TMDs, such transitions are mostly relevant in the CB wherein the much smaller spin splitting can be comparable to the Fermi energy, as shown in Fig. 4(a) .
To describe intervalley processes (qa ∼ 4π/3), it is convenient to recast (q, ω) as a matrix (q, ω) representing umklapp processes [88, 89] , with the plasmon modes computed via det (q, ω) = 0. Employing the RPA again, we can write this matrix as
where S is the 2D surface area, G, G are reciprocal-lattice vectors, ∆ c is the spin splitting of the CB, f (∆ c + ε k+q ) and f (ε k ) are the Fermi-Dirac distribution functions of the upper and lower CBs at K, ν = 0, 1 decribes the two spin configurations for intervalley scattering [see Fig. 4(a) ], and z = ω + i0 + . As in the case of intravalley scattering, we assume parabolic dispersions ε k and ε k+q , where k and k + q are measured from the K point and we assume that renormalization due to electron-electron interaction can be described as a constant rigid energy shift [87] . Finally, q = q − K 0 is measured with respect to K 0 , the crystal momentum connecting K and −K.
If we further assume that the matrix elements k + q| e i(k+G )·r |k are dominated by the d z 2 orbitals for the CB states [18] , the resulting shortwave plasmons, whose charge fluctuations profile is illustrated in Fig. 4(b) , follow the energy dispersion [24] E s (q) = ∆ c + 1
For shortwave plasmons originating from the CBs, ∆ c is the spin-splitting energy in the CB,
Here, K 0 = 4π/3a is the wavenumber that connects the time-reversed valleys (a ∼ 3.2Å is the lattice constant), and a s is the effective Bohr radius. Microscopic corrections due to the short-range Coulomb potential can be incorporated in Eq. (20) via a change in the value of α [35] .
The energy dispersion in Eq. (20) has been derived by assuming that the short-range Coulomb potential hardly changes for k F K 0 , where k F is the Fermi wavenumber. Indeed, k F is more than one order of magnitude smaller than K 0 even when the density is of the order of 10 13 cm −2 . The region of free-plasmon propagation is then limited
That is, if the wavenumber of a shortwave plasmon belongs to a small region of nearly perfect time-reversal intervalley conditions (q ∼ K 0 ), it does not experience Landau damping and should be treated as an independent degree of freedom in the electronic system.
In contrast to the long-wavelength plasmons, short-wavelength plasmons can give rise to optical signatures absent in conventional semiconductors as will be discussed in Sec. 6.
Excitons in Monolayer Transition-Metal Dichalcogenides
Bethe-Salpeter Equation for Neutral Excitons in a Plasma
We are interested in the properties of bright neutral excitons and how they interact with plasmons. As shown in Figs. 1(b,d) , bright excitons in ML-TMDs are mainly formed from a specific optical transition between the VB and CB. Therefore, one can consider only two bands with parabolic energy dispersion around the K and −K points: The topmost spin-split VB and the corresponding CB with the same spin quantum number as the VB (the lowest CB for MoX 2 and the upper CB for WX 2 [48] ). To describe excitons and how they are affected by a surrounding electron-hole plasma, the pair Green's function G p (q, k i , k f , z, Ω) represents a convenient quantity [87] . Here, k i/f and q denote 2D crystal wavevectors with the electron and hole of the pair having k i/f + q and −k i/f , respectively. The imaginary frequencies z = (2 + 1)πi/β and Ω = 2 πi/β describe odd (Fermion) and even (Boson) imaginary Matsubara energies with the thermal energy 1/β = k B T .
The pair Green's function can then be related to the absorption spectrum A(ω) of light with frequency ω via [90] A(ω) ∝ 1 Sβ
where µ e/h are the quasichemical potentials of electrons and holes (see below). In order to compute the interacting Green's function G p (q, k i , k f , z, Ω), we look at its equation of motion, the so-called Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) [87, 90, 91] . To solve the BSE, we assume the screened ladder approximation (also referred to as shielded potential/GW approximation), which describes repeated interaction of the electron-hole pair with the dynamically-screened potential [87] . While this physical picture considers the interaction of excitons with collective electron excitations, it neglects exciton-exciton interactions. Accordingly, the screened ladder approximation can be used to explain experiments in which the ML is not subjected to intense photoexcitation. Figure 5 shows the Feynman diagram of the two-particle Green function before contraction (i.e., before integrating out any of its quantum numbers). This diagram is formally written as where W (k, z) is the dynamically screened potential, and the non-interacting Green's function is given by
The electron and hole Green's functions can be written as
where, in addition to the quasichemical potentials µ e/h , we have introduced the singleparticle energies ε e/h (k) = 2 k 2 /2m e/h and the single-particle self energies Σ e/h (k, z) for electrons and holes. The self energies Σ e/h (k, z) describe how the single-particle band structure is renormalized by the background electron-hole plasma. Using the GW -approximation, they read
where G 0 e/h (k, z) are the non-interacting electron and hole Green's functions [that is, Eq. (24) with Σ e/h = 0]. We note that the band-gap renormalization (BGR) due to Σ e/h is included in the quasichemical potentials through
where µ e/h,0 is the temperature-and density-dependent chemical potential of the noninteracting electron or hole gas. Solving Eq. (22) is computationally expensive and often one typically invokes additional approximations to obtain the absorption spectrum of bound and unbound electron-hole pairs.
Quasistatic Approximation
One procedure commonly employed to greatly simplify Eq. (22) is the (quasi)static approximation, where W (k, z) is replaced by its static value W (k) ≡ W (k, 0). ‡ In ‡ Note that the procedure described in Sec. 5.2 is also employed in the case of zero density because the potential W (k, z) does not have any z-dependence in this case.
this case, one can first contract the non-interacting and interacting pair functions independently,
and Eq. (22) reduces to [90] 
According to Eq. (21), the absorption is described by the pair functions after the analytical continuation Ω → ω − µ e − µ h + i0 + . For now, we are only interested in direct excitons with q = 0, and define
Furthermore, we employ the so-called quasistatic approximation, by which the zdependence of Σ e/h (k, z) in Eq. (24) is replaced by z → ε e/h (k) + Σ e/h − µ e/h + i0 + and recoil effects are neglected. Then, Σ e/h (k, z) → Σ e/h (k) with Σ e/h (k) = Σ sx,e/h (k)+Σ ch , where the self energies have been split into screened exchange (sx) and Coulomb-hole (ch) contributions [87, 90] ,
with the Fermi-Dirac distribution functions f e/h (ε) for electrons and holes. To ensure convergence, a momentum cutoff corresponding to an energy E c = ε e (q c ) is introduced in Eq. (33), which can be interpreted as avoiding plasma damping due to particle-hole excitations of the Fermi sea. Within the quasistatic approximation, Eqs. (23), (24) and (30) yield
In order to solve Eq. (29) with (34) and determine G p (k i , k f , ω), one can use the ansatz
where an exciton/excitation is described by its energy Ω Se , with S e denoting the discrete level, and its wave function in reciprocal space, A 
is the net BGR [90, 91] . Having solved Eq. (36) for Ω Se and A Se k , the optical absorption can be determined from Fermi's Golden Rule or the Kubo formalism as
Here, c is the speed of light, d vc (k) the k-dependent single-particle dipole-matrix element for transitions between the VB and CB, and g s = 1 and g v = 2 are the spin and valley degeneracy, respectively. The Lorentzian function, L( ω; Ω Se , Γ), accounts for homogenous broadening due to electron-electron and electron-lattice interactions [92, 93, 94] . Additionally, we model the broadening Γ to be energy dependent [86] ,
Here, Γ 1 describes the broadening due to disorder, adatoms, and charge puddles, while Γ 2 and Γ 3 describe the enhanced homogenous broadening when the energy ω enters the continuum, ω > E cont . Due to the smallness of the Fermi energy with the band gap, d vc (k) can often be considered k-independent [86] , in which case Eq. (38) reduces to Eq. (21). It is instructive to examine Eq. (36) in detail as it describes two important and competing effects when neutral excitons X 0 interact with the background charge carriers: Screening of the potential W (k) and a BGR of the single-particle energies, Σ eh (k). We elaborate on both effects below.
A good starting point to describe the screening is to employ the single-plasmon pole approximation (SPP) in the dynamically screened potential [87] ,
where ω pl (k) is the plasmon frequency and ω k is the plasmon pole of the electron or hole plasma, depending on whether the system is electron-or hole-doped. Then,
in the static limit. Including long-wavelength plasmons, the plasmon frequency is computed from Eq. (18), ω pl (k) = E (k). The plasmon pole is modeled by [87] 
with a correction term modulated by the coefficient C eff to later compensate for the fact that static approximations typically overestimate screening. The k-dependent screening wavenumber
can be related to the geometry of the setup via (k) given in Eq. (7) or (15) and the temperature-dependent longitudinal polarization function Π e/h (k, T ). Then, the dependence of W (k) on the background electron and hole densities n and p is governed by Π e/h (k, T ). The simplest way to treat Π e/h (k, T ) is to consider the Thomas-Fermi approximation (TFA) of an ideal 2D system, in which the polarization function in the limit T = 0 is simply given by the density of states [95] ,
and κ(k) ≡ κ 0 = g s g v /a B can be expressed in terms of the effective Bohr radius of the electron (hole), a B = 2 ε/e 2 m e(h) . However, the TFA is oversimplified since it vastly overestimates the screening, leading to unphysical results where the screening has a similar effect for large and small values of n and p (the TF screening parameter, κ 0 , is independent of n and p when T → 0 in an ideal 2D electron gas). To resolve this problem, we invoke the RPA whose static polarization function for T = 0 follows [95] Π e/h (k, 0) =
We note that W (k) as described by Eqs. (41)- (43) and (45) reproduces the static RPA potential if C eff = 0. Since screening weakens the amplitude of W (k) when n or p increases, excitons are not as strongly bound as in the case of n = p = 0. As a result, the binding energies decrease and the exciton peaks should be blue-shifted. The final component in the quasistatic theory is the dependence of the BGR, Σ eh (k) = Σ e (k) + Σ h (−k), on the free-charge densities, n and p. In contrast to the screening effect of W (q), the BGR redshifts the exciton peaks when n or p increase due to the shrinkage of the band gap (Σ eh (k) < 0). Generally, the self energies Σ e/h (k) describe not only a shift of the single-particle bands, but also a change of their effective masses via the k-dependence due to the exchange contribution (Eq. (32)). The Coulomb-hole contribution (Eq. (33)), on the other hand, exhibits no k-dependence. Hence, if exchange effects are screened efficiently, as is typically the case, the total self energies Σ e/h (k) depend weakly on k, and one can assume only a rigid shift Σ eh ≈ Σ eh (0) = Σ e (0)+Σ h (0) due to BGR [90] .
There is one unique property in ML-TMDs compared with conventional semiconductor quantum wells when considering the BGR effect. While both the electron and hole dispersions are renormalized by the Coulomb-hole effect (Σ ch ), the screened exchange component, Σ sx,e/h (k), is finite only if the electron/hole bands forming the exciton are occupied. As a consequence, in the hole-doping regime (p = 0, n = 0), Σ eh (0) = 2Σ ch + Σ sx,h (0), while Σ eh (0) = 2Σ ch + Σ sx,e (0) in the electron-doping regime (n = 0, p = 0). In the moderate electron-doping regime, when only the lower CB is occupied [see Figs. 1(b,d) ], one can therefore distinguish between MoX 2 with Σ sx,e (k) = 0 and WX 2 with Σ sx,e (k) = 0. However, with the dominating contribution to Σ eh (0) arising from Σ ch , the BGR is only slightly stronger in electron-doped MoX 2 than in electron-doped WX 2 . (15) and (15) with d = 0.6 nm, = 6, + = 5.5d, and − = 5d.
We now have all of the ingredients needed to solve the eigenvalue problem (36) and to calculate the ensuing absorption spectrum from Eq. (38) . Numerically, Eq. (38) can be diagonalized on a coarse uniform N × N k-grid with a spacing of ∆k = 2π/(N a 0 ) and a 0 = 3.29Å in each direction. The Coulomb matrix elements W (k − k ), however, are not evaluated at the grid points of the N × N k-grid, but are instead averaged over a square centered around the coarse-grid point k − k with side widths ∆k on a fine N int ×N int grid [with a corresponding spacing of ∆k int = ∆k/N int = 2π/(N N int a 0 )]. Our numerical calculations have been performed with N = 200 (and an energy cutoff 1.2 eV above the band gap) and N int = 100. Figure 6 shows the zero-temperature absorption spectrum computed in the quasistatic approximation with parameters corresponding to moderately hole-doped ML-WSe 2 embedded in h-BN. The parameters used to model the dielectric function, (k), are mentioned after Eq. (16) . The effective masses of the hole and electron are m h = 0.36m 0 and m e = 0.29m 0 , respectively [47] . For the screened interaction W (k)
given by Eqs. (41) and (42), we use the parameter C eff = 4 to compensate for the overestimation of screening effects in the static limit. The integration cutoff needed for computing the Coulomb-hole part of the BGR in Eq. (33) is E(q c ) = 150 meV. The broadening of the spectral lines were modeled by using Γ 1 = 5 meV for the homogeneous broadening and Γ 2 = 35 meV & Γ 3 = 10 meV for the enhanced broadening above the continuum [see Eq (39) ]. The dipole matrix elements d vc (k) = 5 × 10 5 m/s are chosen to be constant. Figure 6 shows that two peaks emerge when the background hole density vanishes (p = 0). These peaks correspond to the 1s state of X 0 and its first excited Rydberg state (2s). As p is increased, the height of the 1s peak decreases, although its position does not significantly change. This a consequence of the two competing effects of screening and BGR, leading to blue-and redshifts that approximately compensate each other (see the arrows in Fig. 6 ).
These two competing effects are also illustrated by Fig. 7(a) , which shows the position of the 1s peak from Fig. 6 versus p as well as the position of the continuum edge determined by E 0 g +Σ eh . One can see that the continuum edge rapidly redshifts with p. On the other hand, as W (k) decreases with p, the binding energy of the exciton also decreases, which roughly compensates the redshift due to the BGR. Moreover, Fig. 7(b) shows that although the oscillator strength of the 1s exciton decreases with p, it still carries significant oscillator strength/spectral weight even at densities of p = 5 × 10 12 cm −2 . The decrease of the height of the 1s peak with p in Fig. 6 is then due to two effects: the loss of oscillator strength as depicted in Fig. 7(b) and an increase in the broadening Γ( ω) as the continuum edge moves closer to the 1s peak position. While the 1s peak can thus be still clearly seen at p = 5 × 10 12 cm −2 , the 2s peak quickly disappears as it merges with the continuum. The results presented in Figs. 6 and 7 have been obtained for hole-doped WSe 2 , but are also representative for the results one would obtain for electron-and holedoped MoX 2 and WX 2 in the quasistatic approximation. In the following, we will go beyond the quasistatic approximation and take into account dynamical effects at different approximation levels.
Shindo Approximation
In the previous section, we have not taken into account dynamical effects and have replaced the fully dynamical potential W (q, z) in Eq. (22) by its static limit. The objective of this section is to include dynamical effects in an approximate way before showing a fully dynamical treatment in next section, Sec. 6. For this purpose, we employ the so-called Shindo approximation [87] to solve Eq. (22): First, we use the identity
to rewrite Eq. (22) as
For the absorption calculated via Eq. (21), we need the contracted pair Green's function
given by Eq. (31) . Retardation effects in Eq. (47), however, prevent the derivation of a closed equation for G p (k i , k f , ω) as in Sec. 5.2, where dynamic effects in W (k, z) have been neglected. The Shindo approximation provides a way to simplify this problem by replacing the z-dependence of [96, 87] : (48) where G p (q, k i , k f , Ω) has been defined in Eq. (28) . Inserting Eq. (48) into Eq. (47) and summing over z then yields a closed equation, which in the case of q = 0 reads [87] [ ω + i0
Equation (49) needs to be solved self-consistently for the exciton/excitation energies Ω Se and is equivalent to the self-consistent wave equation
Using the SPP approximation, the interaction kernel and BGR read As before, there is a competition between screening of the electron-hole interaction [described by I eh (k, k , Ω)] and BGR [described by ∆ eh (k, Ω)]. Figure 8 compares the positions of the 1s X 0 peak computed self-consistently within the Shindo approximation, Eqs. (50)- (51), with those obtained from the quasistatic approximation (see also Fig. 7 ). § The results obtained from the Shindo treatment again show the X 0 peak position to not change significantly for densities up to around 10 12 cm −2 . For larger densities, there is a slight blueshift compared to the quasistatic result. The inclusion of dynamic effects leads to a weaker screening and BGR than in the quasistatic treatment. The net result of these two effects is a slight blueshift for the parameters in Fig. 8 .
Fully Dynamical Treatment
The inclusion of dynamic effects within the Shindo approximation in the previous section has only led to quantitative changes compared to the quasistatic approximation. In this Section, we will explain how one can go beyond and provide a fully dynamical treatment of Eq. (22) . In addition to describing X 0 and the effects of screening and BGR, this treatment allows one to incorporate an explicit exciton-plasmon coupling, and we find that an additional sideband appears in the optical absorption spectrum, not directly accessible within the quasistatic or Shindo approximations.
The main complication in solving Eq. (22) is that it has to be solved for momentum and frequency variables simultaneously. In contrast to the Shindo approximation, we § Equation (50) has been diagonalized on a coarse 100 × 100 k-grid as the one used to compute Figs. 6 and 7. Likewise, the interaction I eh (k, k , Ω) has additionally been averaged over a fine 100×100 k-grid.
contract the pair Green's function (22) in momentum rather than Matsubara space. This approach allows one to integrate out the final wavevector k f in Eq. (22) , and the contracted Green's function G p (q, k i , z, Ω) can be determined from
where the contracted non-interacting Green's function is given by
While changing the contracting parameter from z to k f seems trivial, it has the advantage of retaining the dynamical effect by keeping both even and odd Matsubara energies. Importantly, it does not introduce any further approximations beyond the screened ladder approximation: If the single-particle dipole matrix elements d vc (k) are assumed to be independent of k, then one can model the absorption spectrum by using Eq. (21). The dynamical features are taken into account by using the dynamically-screened Coulomb potential W (k − k , z − z ) in Eq. (40) . Exchange and correlation effects are considered by using the spectral representation of the interaction
so that the exchange part reads
and the correlation part reads
Using the SPP approximation, the correlation energy can be written as
where g( ω q ) is the Bose-Einstein distribution function evaluated at the plasmon-pole energy, and q c is the integration cutoff needed for avoiding plasma damping due to particle-hole excitations of the Fermi sea. The Green's function in Eq. (52) is obtained by matrix inversion. Each row (or column) in the matrix is indexed via {k j , z n } in G p (q, k j , z n , Ω) where q and Ω are treated as parameters. Since we are interested first in direct bright exctions, we assign q = 0 due to the negligible photon momentum. The angular dependence of k − k in W (k − k , z − z ) is averaged out, and then all the 2D wavevectors in Eq. (52) are treated as scalars. For the Fermion Matsubara energies, z n = iπ(2n z + 1)k B T , n z runs between −N z and +N z . We solve Eq. (52) for each Bosonic frequency Ω n = i2πn Ω k B T in the range n Ω ∈ [−N Ω , N Ω ]. N Ω , N z , and the cut-off momentum k M ax are chosen such that the maximum energies 2πN Ω k B T , 2πN z k B T , and ε(k M ax ) are much greater than the exciton binding energy whereas the energy resolution, 2πk B T , should be smaller than the energy of interest (e.g., the binding energy of 2s state). The momenta of small energies play an more important role in the convergence of the calculated binding energies. Therefore, we use the nonuniform grid k j = j 2 ∆k since it yields better results than the uniform one when the number of k j points, N k = k M ax /∆k, is relatively small. The calculations below were performed with N k = 50, N z = 160, N Ω = 90, and ε(k M ax ) = 1 eV.
After obtaining the pair Green's function, it is further contracted by summing over the wavevector k and the odd Matsubara energies z n ,
Evaluating the pair Green's function at real photon energies is then obtained by analytical continuation using Padé approximants [97, 98] . Specifically, knowing the values of a general analytic complex function, F N (Ω), at N points {Ω i } in the complex plane,
we look for a function F N (Ω) in the form of continued fractions
where the coefficients a i are to be determined so that Eq. (60) fulfills Eq. (59). The coefficients a i are then given by
where f n (Ω) follows the recurrence relation
and
After finding the analytic function of the electron-hole pair Green function in the upper complex plane, the connection to the absorption spectrum is then established via its imaginary part,
Figures 9(a) and (b) show the absorption spectrum of ML-WSe 2 embedded in h-BN at T = 20 K, and GaAs quantum well at T = 10 K. For the case of ML-WSe 2 , all of the parameters are similar to the ones used in the quasistatic and Shindo approximations, with the exception that we now have used the same masses for electrons and holes m e = m h = 0.36m 0 . For the case of GaAs, we have assumed an infinite quantumwell and used the conventional 2D Coulomb potential ( = 12.9). The electron and hole masses are m e = 0.063m 0 and m h = 0.51m 0 , respectively, and the broadening parameters in this case are Γ 1 = 1 meV, Γ 2 =5 meV and Γ 3 = 1 meV. The arrows on the x-axes in Figs. 9(a) and (b) indicate the continuum redshift due to BGR. Above this energy the excitons are no longer bound. Note that the 2s bound state merges into the continuum already at relatively small densities due to its smaller binding energy. The BGR is calculated assuming rigid shift of the bands [35] . The cutoff energies used in the correlation part of the single-particle self energies in Eq. (57) are ε qc = 50 meV and ε qc = 45 meV for the BRG calculation of the bottom and top spin-split valleys in ML-WSe 2 , respectively. The same cutoff energies are used for holes. In GaAs, the energy cutoffs for electron and hole self-energies are ε qc = 160 meV and ε qc = 20 meV, respectively (due to the large difference in electron and hole masses in this material). These cutoff energies are the same for all densities. Using larger (smaller) cutoff energies will gradually redshift (blueshift) the peak position as one increases the charge density. So far, we have only taken into account the effect of long-wavelength plasmons. Inspection of Fig. 5 reveals that the interaction between the exciton and these plasmons is implicit, where the effect of the latter is manifested in the self energies of electrons and holes as well as in the screened Coulomb interaction. The lack of explicit coupling between excitons and these plasmons stems from the neutrality of the exciton whose extension is smaller than the wavelength of the plasmon. The quasi-static approximation and fully dynamic treatment lead to similar qualitative results, as can be seen by comparing Figs. 6 and 9(a). In both cases, we can notice that the binding energy is large only at vanishing background densities in which the BGR is still small. Furthermore, the coupling between excitons and long-wavelength plasmons is qualitatively similar in ML-TMDs and conventional semiconductor quantum wells, as can be seen by comparing Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 9(b) , where both were calculated using the fully dynamical picture. The only change between these cases is that the binding energies and involved densities are much larger in ML-TMDs. Next, we consider the role of shortwave plasmons, which are relevant in ML-TMDs due to their band structure. The short-range nature of the charge fluctuations, as can be seen in Fig. 10(a) , allows the hole or electron to act as a spectator while the plasmon interacts with the opposite charge. Enabling an explicit interaction between the electron (or hole) of the exciton and the shortwave plasmon will be shown to result in the emergence of an optical sideband; it is a fully dynamical effect enabled by keeping the Matsubara energies in the exciton-plasmon interaction. In agreement with the experimental results [3, 32, 34, 36, 37, 39] , we show that (and explain why) the optical sideband emerges only in the spectra of electron-doped tungsten-based MLs. Figure 10 (b) shows the Feynman diagram for the explicit coupling between an exciton and a shortwave plasmon when the hole acts as the spectator. The plasmon propagator is the double wiggly line. This Feynman diagram corresponds to renormalization of the pair Green's function of direct excitons according tõ
where the pair Green's functions have been contracted by integrating out the Fermion Matsubara energies. The mixing with indirect excitons comes from the self-energy term,
where M q is the interaction between the plasmon and the electron component of the exciton, and D(Ω, q) = 2E s (q)/(Ω 2 − E the derivation in Ref. [85] , the matrix element of electron-plasmon interaction has the form
where ε kin pl (q ) = (1 + 3α −1 )ε q is the shortwave-plasmon kinetic energy. The sum in Eq. (66) is restricted to intervalley transitions, q → K 0 , so that the pair function on the right-hand side is that of indirect excitons. Figure 11 shows the renormalized absorption spectrum of direct excitons in electrondoped ML-WSe 2 at 20 K. As one can see, an additional peak emerges in the low-energy region due to exciton-shortwave-plasmon coupling. Similar to the behavior observed in experiments [3, 32, 34, 36, 37, 39] , this optical sideband redshifts as one increases the charge density (e.g., by a gate voltage). Also in agreement with experiment is the spectral position of the sideband with respect to the neutral exciton (50-70 meV below X 0 ), and the fact that the sideband initially redshifts and intensifies when the electron density increases. It eventually shows saturated behavior at elevated densities [35] . The mismatch between the experiment and theory is quantitative: The amplitude of the neutral exciton does not completely decay at elevated temperatures, while that of the optical sideband is about 3-5 times smaller than in absorption experiments. Several possibilities that may give rise to this mismatch are (i) the phenomenological way we handle the broadening and its dependence on electron density, (ii) the fact that broadening is introduced only after solving the BSE and not in the single-particle self energies, and (iii) the ultrahigh sensitivity of the Padé approximants to slight numerical errors. The latter leads to spurious peaks in the continuum when the renormalization in Eq. (66) is carried by integration over a large range of q values (outside the region of free plasmon propagation). To simulate the case of molybdenum-based MLs, we perform a similar calculation using the same parameters as in the WSe 2 case, except that the order of the CB valleys is reversed. The simulation results are shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 12 , where the solid (dashed) lines show the absorption spectrum after (before) renormalization. While the renormalization from the exciton-shortwave plasmon interaction broadens the exciton peak in MoX 2 , there is no sign for a spectrally resolved optical sideband. In MLWSe 2 conditions, on the other hand, the spectral region of the exciton is less affected by the renormalization and the optical sideband emerges in the low-energy side of the spectrum. The emergence of the optical sideband in ML-WX 2 but not in ML-MoX 2 can be readily understood by the simple analytical derivation we present below.
In the energy region close to the exciton energy ω 0 , the pair Green's function for a direct bound exciton state can be approximated by
where E k = 2 k 2 /2(m e + m h ) is the kinetic energy of the center of mass and A(n) is the oscillator strength at density n. Similarly, the pair Green's function for the indirect exciton reads
where ∆ d ∼ ∆ c is the energy difference between direct and indirect excitons; its value is close to the spin-splitting energy of the CB (negative for ML-WX 2 and positive for ML-MoX 2 ). The sum in Eq. (66) 
where the summation over q is limited within q * = |K − q | < N αk F , where N > 1 denotes the fact that intervalley plasmons are not damped immediately outside the region of free plasmon propagation. The summation over the even Matsubara frequencies, Ω , can be performed by contour integration. Assuming E s k B T , this summation followed by analytical continuation Ω → ω + iδ yields Σ s (k, ω) − 3 2
With the help of Eqs. (71) and (65), one can understand why the dynamical band is only observed in the spectrum of electron-doped ML-WX 2 but not in hole-doped conditions or ML-MoX 2 cases. The origin of the additional peak in the absorption spectrum is the pole in the self-energy term Σ s (k, ω), which is at ω 0 ( ω 0 + 2∆ c ) for the case of electron-doped ML-MoX 2 (ML-WX 2 ). The fact that this peak is too close to exciton peak X 0 in the case of ML-MoX 2 and 2|∆ c | below the X 0 peak in the case of ML-WX 2 explains why the spectral region of X 0 experiences broadening and a relatively large effect in ML-MoX 2 [ Fig. 12(b) ], while a low-energy optical sideband emerges in the case of ML-WX 2 [ Fig. 12(a) ]. For the hole-doped case (not shown), the shortwave plasmon energy is large due to the spin-splitting in the valence band ∆ v . The dynamical peak emerges at |∆ v |−∆ c (about hundred meVs) below the neutral exciton spectral line since E s = |∆ v | in Eq. (71) [35] . However, the fact that this peak is too far from the energy of the indirect exciton makes its oscillator strength extremely small due to off-resonance conditions [the pair Green's function decays fast on the right-hand side of Eq. (65)]. All in all, electron-doped WX 2 MLs are the only ones with the right conditions for the emergence of a spectrally resolved dynamical band due to strong renormalization of the direct exciton ('resonant scattering' with indirect excitons through shortwave plasmons).
Conclusions and Outlook
In this Review, we have provided an overview of how to compute neutral excitons in monolayer transition-metal dichalcogenides from the Bethe-Salpeter equation in the presence of a plasma due to gate-induced charge carriers. Already in the quasistatic approximation, where only the statically screened potential is used in the Bethe-Salpeter equation, two important and competing effects can be discerned: Increased screening results in a reduction of the exciton binding energies (and hence a blueshift), whereas the band-gap renormalization due to correlation and exchange effects gives rise to a reduction of the band gap (and hence a redshift). Taking into account dynamical effects in the Bethe-Salpeter equation via the Shindo approximation does not qualitatively alter these results.
Going beyond these approximations and solving the Bethe-Salpeter equation fully dynamically, however, allows one to accurately describe exciton-plasmon coupling and elucidate the nature of several unique optical features in monolayer transition-metal dichalcogenides. In particular, the optical sideband that appears in electron-doped WS 2 and WSe 2 monolayers but is conspicuously absent in hole-doped systems and/or MoS 2 and MoSe 2 can be explained as a quasiparticle arising from the coupling between neutral excitons and intervalley plasmons. This quasiparticle, which reveals the unique nature of intervalley plasmons in monolayer transition-metal dichalcogenides, cannot directly be obtained within static approximations.
